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25%
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ORDER

BASIC I 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,526.
NIGHTWORK
Nora Roberts

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #1 TITLE

Harry Booth started stealing at nine to keep a roof over his ailing mother’s head, slipping
into empty homes to find items he could trade for cash. When his mother finally succumbed
to cancer, he left Chicago, but kept up his nightwork. Wandering from the Outer Banks to
Savannah to New Orleans, he dons new identities and stays careful, observant, distant. He
can’t afford to attract attention or get attached. After Harry takes a job commissioned by
Carter LaPorte, LaPorte decides he wants to own Harry. No matter what name he uses or
where he goes, LaPorte casts a shadow over Harry’s life. To truly free himself, he must face
down his enemy once and for all.
| 9781432897727 | $38.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

IT ALL COMES DOWN TO THIS
Therese Anne Fowler

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #6 TITLE

Meet the Geller sisters: Beck, Claire, and Sophie, a trio of strong-minded women whose
pragmatic, widowed mother, Marti, will be dying soon. Beck is a freelance journalist whose
marriage looks more like a sibling bond than a passionate partnership. Claire’s secret
unrequited love for the wrong man is slowly destroying her. Sophie appears to live an
Instagram-ready life, filled with work and travel, celebrities, fashion, art, and sex. In reality,
her existence is a cash-strapped house of cards that may crash at any moment. Enter C.J.
Reynolds, an ex-con with his own hidden past who complicates the situation. All is not what it
seems, and everything is about to change.
| 9781432899295 | $37.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

MEANT TO BE
Emily Giffin

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #1 TITLE

The Kingsley family is American royalty. In 1967, after Joseph S. Kingsley Jr. is killed in a
tragic accident, his son inherits the weight of that legacy. Joe III has trouble meeting the
expectations of a nation, as well as those of his mother, Dottie. After being discovered by a
model scout at age 16, Cate Cooper decides her looks may be her only ticket out of the cycle
of disappointment her mother has always inhabited. Before long, Cate’s face is in magazines
and on billboards. When Joe and Cate cross paths, their connection is instant and intense. Can
their relationship survive the glare of the spotlight and the so-called Kingsley curse?
| 9781432897345 | $37.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.
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BASIC I 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,526.
NORA GOES OFF SCRIPT
Annabel Monaghan

As a romance channel screenwriter, Nora Hamilton knows the formula for love better than
anyone. When her husband leaves her and their two kids, Nora turns her marriage’s collapse
into cash and writes the best script of her life. No one is more surprised than her when it’s
picked up for the big screen. When Leo Vance is cast as her husband, Nora’s life will never be
the same. The morning after shooting wraps and the crew leaves, Nora finds Leo on her porch
with a half-empty bottle of tequila and a proposition. He’ll pay a thousand dollars a day to stay
for a week. Seven days. Enough time to fall in love. Enough time to break your heart.
| 9781432897406 | $35.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8

THINK OF ME

Frances Liardet
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“[A] quiet quest for honesty and connection that ... offers emotional insight and a memorably humane vision.”
— Kirkus Reviews

1942, Alexandria, Egypt. Yvette and James hold hands for the first time as bombs explode
above them. As the war rages on, they'll find their way back to each other, their love a beacon
for their survival. After the war, their happiness takes root in England and blossoms. 1974.
10 years after his wife’s death, James moves to the English village of Upton not 30 minutes
from where he brought his bride Yvette nearly 25 years ago. As James makes a new home
for himself, he begins to unlock new revelations about his past that change everything he
believes. Revelations that just might give James a new reason to live and the possibility of new
love at last.
9781432896195 | $33.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

THE RESERVOIR
David Duchovny

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Gazing out his picture window high above the Central Park Reservoir, former Wall Street
veteran Ridley spots a flashing light in an apartment across the park, as if a lonely person
is signaling him. His determination to find out who this mystery woman is leads him on
a quest that will tempt him with either delusional madness or the fulfillment of his own
mythic fate. Ridley leaves the safety of his apartment window to save the femme fatale and
descends into a dangerous world of global conspiracies, madness, and sickness; beyond
that, into the enduring mysteries of love and fatherhood; and deeper still, into the bedrock
mystery of life itself.
| 9781432899288 | $33.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Basic 5, 6, 7 & 8.
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BASIC I 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,526.
WELCOME TO THE SCHOOL BY THE SEA

The First School by the Sea Novel • Little School by the Sea • Book 1

Jenny Colgan
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

It’s sunny in Cornwall as the school year starts at the little boarding school by the sea. Maggie,
the newest teacher at Downey House, is determined to make her mark. She’s delighted by
her job, but will it come at the expense of her relationship with her boyfriend Stan? Simone
is excited and nervous; she’s won a scholarship to the prestigious boarding school and wants
to make her parents proud. Fliss is furious. She’s never wanted to go to boarding school and
hates being sent away from her home. Over the course of one year, friendships will bloom
and lives will be changed forever.
9781432899318 | $32.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Basic 6, 7 & 8.

THE HEIGHTS

Louise Candlish
“[A] slow-burn psychological suspense that examines grief, fear, guilt, and revenge ... [A] good choice for
readers who enjoy twisting narratives.” — starred, Library Journal

The Heights is a tall, slender apartment building among the warehouses of Tower Bridge, its
roof terrace so discreet you wouldn’t know it existed if you weren't standing at the window of
the flat directly opposite. But you are. And that’s when you see a man up there — a man you’d
recognize anywhere. He’s older now and his appearance has subtly changed, but it’s definitely
him. Which makes no sense at all since you know he's been dead for over two years. You
know this for a fact. Because you’re the one who killed him.
9781432898274 | $30.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Basic 7 & 8.

LIFE WITHOUT CHILDREN
STORIES

Roddy Doyle
“A moving and quick-witted portrait of Dublin lives under lockdown.” — starred, Kirkus Reviews

Life touches everyone the same. But living under lockdown, it changes us alone. In these
10 short stories, Booker Prize winner Roddy Doyle paints a collective portrait of our strange
times. A man wanders the streets of Newcastle as news of the virus asks him to question his
next move. An exhausted nurse loses a much-loved patient in isolation. A middle-aged son
is barred from his mother’s funeral. Told with Doyle’s signature warmth, wit, and eye for the
richness that underpins our lives, Life Without Children cuts to the heart of how we are all
navigating loss, loneliness, and the shifting of history underneath our feet.
9781432896164 | $30.99 NCR
General Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Basic 8.
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CORE I 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,520.

YOU MADE A FOOL OF DEATH
WITH YOUR BEAUTY

TOM CLANCY ZERO HOUR

Akwaeke Emezi

Don Bentley

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #4 TITLE

“The author illustrates the complexities
of grief, new love, and a young woman
discovering who she's and who she wants to
be, and readers will enjoy a new take on a
love triangle romance.” — Library Journal

It’s been five years since the accident that killed the love
of Feyi Adekola’s life and she’s almost a new person
now — an artist with her own studio and sharing an
apartment with her best friend. A steamy encounter
at a party cascades into a whirlwind summer: a luxury
trip to a tropical island, decadent meals in the home
of a celebrity chef, and a major curator who wants
to launch her art career. This new life just got a lot
more complicated, and Feyi must begin her search for
answers. Who's she ready to become? Can she honor
her grief while still embracing her future? How far is
she's willing to go for a second chance at love?

A Jack Ryan Jr. Novel

When the leader of North Korea is
catastrophically injured, his incapacitation
inadvertently triggers a “dead-man’s
switch,” activating an army of sleeper
agents in South Korea and precipitating a
struggle for succession. Jack Ryan, Jr. is in Seoul to interview
a potential addition to the Campus but his benign trip takes
a deadly turn when a wave of violence perpetrated by North
Korean operatives grips South Korea’s capital. A mysterious
voice from North Korea offers Jack a way to stop the
peninsula’s rush to war, but her price may be more than he
can afford
to pay.
| 9781432896003 | $37.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 6/8/2022 |Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

| 9781432898267 | $36.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

SOUND OF DARKNESS

TRACY FLICK CAN'T WIN

Heather Graham

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #5 TITLE

KREWE OF HUNTERS

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Women are being taken in Virginia
and FBI agent Mark Gallagher is
determined to put a stop to it.
Certain he’s closing in on the killer,
Mark is less than thrilled when he’s
partnered with rookie agent Colleen
Law. Colleen can hear the voices of the victims in her
head, and they’re telling her she and Mark are near to
uncovering the truth. When Mark’s prime suspect takes
a liking to Colleen, he’s surprisingly protective of his new
partner. Then tense interrogations turn dangerously
personal when someone close to Colleen goes missing,
luring the agents deep into rural Virginia, where nobody
can hear them scream.
| 9781432896423|$36.99 U.S.
Romantic Suspense|Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.
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Tom Perrotta

“The heroine of Perrotta’s Election returns
in this sharp and perfectly executed story of
frustrated ambition.”
— starred, Publishers Weekly

Tracy Flick is an assistant principal
at a public high school in suburban
New Jersey. Still ambitious but feeling a little stuck and
underappreciated in midlife, Tracy gets a jolt of good
news when the longtime principal abruptly announces his
retirement, creating an opportunity for Tracy to ascend to
the top job. But nothing ever comes easily to Tracy Flick, no
matter how diligent or qualified she happens to be. Is she
really a shoo-in for the principal job? Is the Superintendent
plotting against her? Why is the School Board President’s
wife trying so hard to be her friend? And why can’t she ever
get what she deserves?
| 9781432897130|$36.99 U.S.
General Fiction Releases | 6/8/2022
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

25%

OFF

STANDING
ORDER

CORE I 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,520.

CIRCUS OF WONDERS

THE SELFLESS ACT OF BREATHING

“Macneal’s lavish descriptions and vivid
characterizations enrich the themes
of exploitation, freedom, self-love, and
redemption. A must for fans of historical
fiction.” — starred, Library Journal

“[S]mall and large surprises along the way
provide insight, comfort, and reading pleasure.”
— Library Journal

Elizabeth Macneal

1866. Nell lives set apart by her
community because of the birthmarks
that speckle her skin. When Jasper
Jupiter’s Circus of Wonders arrives, Nell is kidnapped.
Her father has sold her, promising Jasper Jupiter his
very own leopard girl. As her fame grows, Nell finds
friendship with the other performers and Jasper’s gentle
brother Toby. In London, newspapers describe Nell as
the eighth wonder of the world, and crowds rush to
watch her soar through the air. But what happens when
her fame eclipses Jasper's own? And as she falls in love
with Toby, can he detach himself from his past and the
terrible secret that binds him to his brother?
9781432896959 | $33.99 UNCR
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Core 5, 6, 7 & 8.

SISTERS OF NIGHT AND FOG
Erika Robuck

“[A]n enticing tale of two women who risk it
all to help the French Resistance ... Fans of
WWII dramas are in for a treat.”
— starred, Publishers Weekly

1940. In a world burning with war,
and in spite of her American family’s
wishes, Virginia d’Albert-Lake decides
to stay in occupied France with her
French husband. Nineteen-year-old Violette Szabo
has seen the Nazis’ evil up close and is desperate to
fight them. She enters the radar of Britain’s secret war
organization — the Special Operations Executive —
and a fire is lit in her as she decides how much she’s
willing to risk to enlist. As Virginia and Violette navigate
resistance, their clandestine deeds come to a staggering
halt when they're brought together at Ravensbrück
concentration camp. The decisions they make will
change their lives, and the world, forever.
9781432896188 | $30.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Core 7 & 8.

JJ Bola

Michael Kabongo is a British-Congolese
teacher living in London. But he’s been
struggling with the overwhelming sense
that he can’t address the injustices he
sees raging before him. Then he suffers
a devastating loss. As he struggles to find a way forward,
memories of his father’s death, the weight of refugeehood,
and a sense of dread threaten everything. Michael decides
to spontaneously pack up and go to America, where he can
become someone new. On this transformative journey,
Michael travels from New York City to San Francisco with
the intention of living the life of his dreams until the money
in his bank account runs out.
9781432896973 | $31.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Core 6, 7 & 8.

THE MAGNIFICENT LIVES OF
MARJORIE POST
Allison Pataki

New York Times Bestselling Author
“Fans of memoirs and novels about the Gilded
Age should enjoy this well-researched book and
its fascinating subject.” — Library Journal

Marjorie Merriweather Post’s journey
began gluing cereal boxes in her father’s
barn. No one could have predicted that C. W. Post’s Cereal
Company would grow into the General Foods empire and
reshape the American way of life. Not content to stay in
her prescribed roles of high-society wife, mother, and
hostess, Marjorie dared to demand more, making history
in the process. Before turning thirty she amassed millions,
becoming the wealthiest woman in the United States. But
it was her advocacy, passion, and adventurous spirit that
led to her stunning legacy. Yet Marjorie’s story was equally
marked by challenge and tumult.
9781432896966 | $30.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Core 8.
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WHEELER HARDCOVER I 60 hardcover titles each year for about $1,633.
EVERY CLOAK ROLLED IN BLOOD
James Lee Burke

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE # TITLE

Novelist Aaron Holland Broussard is shattered when his daughter Fannie Mae dies. As he
tries to honor her memory, he's drawn into a network of villainy that includes a violent former
Klansman, a far-from-holy minister, a biker club posing as evangelicals, and a murderer who's
been hiding in plain sight. Aaron’s only ally is police officer Ruby Spotted Horse, a no-nonsense
woman who harbors some powerful secrets. Despite the air of mystery surrounding her, Ruby
is the only one Aaron can trust. That is, until the ghost of Fannie Mae shows up, guiding her
father through a web of the present and past and helping him vanquish his foes from both
this world and the next.
| 9781432896980 $37.99 U.S.
Thriller Releases | 6/8/2022 | Available in Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

MY WIFE IS MISSING
D.J. Palmer

EDITOR'S CHOICE # TITLE

“Realistic twists and appealing characters ... elevate the story. Palmer once again shows he’s a master of
suspense.” — Publishers Weekly

A family vacation turns into a nightmare for Michael Hart when he discovers his wife and two
children have disappeared from their New York City hotel room. Michael’s frantic search to
find them takes a shocking turn when he discovers that his wife, Natalie, appears to have left
quite willingly, taking their children with her. While untangling his deceptions might be the
key to locating Natalie, Michael knows it could also be his undoing. Since the moment the
shocking revelations about her husband came to light, Natalie’s insomnia has worsened to the
point that she now suffers from delusions. Are her fears about Michael valid or a symptom
of her condition? Running low on energy and resources, avoiding increasingly close calls with
Michael, Natalie needs someone to turn to for help. But who can she trust when she can’t
even trust herself?
| 9781432899301 | $37.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

THE BOARDWALK BOOKSHOP
Susan Mallery

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE # TITLE

“Mallery beautifully illustrates the power of female friendship and the importance of reaching for one's
dreams.” — Publishers Weekly

When fate brings three strangers to a space for lease on the California coast, the Boardwalk
Bookshop is born. It's a dream come true for Bree, Mikki, and Ashley. But while their business
is thriving, their personal lives are not. Bree, wounded by her late husband's ultimate betrayal,
has sworn to protect her heart. Mikki has somehow stayed friends with her ex until a new
man changes how she sees herself. Meanwhile, Ashley discovers that the love of her life never
intends to marry. As their bond grows closer, they challenge one another to become the best
versions of themselves in this heartachingly beautiful story of friendship, sisterhood, and the
power of love.
| 9781432896140 | $37.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.
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WHEELER HARDCOVER I 60 hardcover titles each year for about $1,633.

CLIVE CUSSLER'S DARK VECTOR
A NOVEL FROM THE NUMA® FILES
The NUMA Files

Graham Brown
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE # TITLE

A freighter carrying top-secret
computers of unparalleled capability
disappears in the Western Pacific.
While searching for a lost treasure
that once belonged to the famous Chinese pirate queen,
Ching Shih, Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala are redirected to
look for the missing vessel. Discovering that the sinking
of the ship is just part of an intricate web of deception,
they find themselves in the middle of a cyber-war
between rival groups of hackers, both of whom want to
control the flow of data around the world. With no allies
except a group of pirates who operate under their own
crude laws, Kurt and Joe must rescue a colleague held
hostage — while keeping the computers out of Russian
or Chinese hands and the world’s digital information safe
from the hackers.

THE LATECOMER

Jean Hanff Korelitz
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“[A] satisfyingly twisty tale rooted in complex
characterizations.” — Kirkus Reviews

The Latecomer follows the story of
the wealthy, New York City-based
Oppenheimer family, from the first
meeting of parents Salo and Johanna,
under tragic circumstances, to their
triplets born during the early days of IVF. As children, the
three siblings — Harrison, Lewyn, and Sally — feel no
strong familial bond and cannot wait to go their separate
ways, even as their father becomes more distanced and
their mother more desperate. When the triplets leave
for college, Johanna, faced with being truly alone, makes
the decision to have a fourth child. What role will the
“latecomer” play in this fractured family?
| 9781432898557 | $36.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

| 9781432894771 | $37.99 U.S.
Adventure/Suspense | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

SUMMER ON THE ISLAND

THE BOOK OF COLD CASES

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“Novak doesn’t shy away from the messiness
of her characters’ emotions, making for a
powerful story of forgiveness, acceptance,
and redemption.” — Publishers Weekly

“St. James gives Shirley Jackson a run for her
money, and her latest addictively readable
novel will have one sleeping with the lights on.”
— starred, Library Journal

After the death of her father, Marlow
Madsen travels to the small island
where she spent summers growing
up to help her mother settle the family estate. It’s the
perfect escape to help her feel grounded again — one
she’s happy to share with friends Aida and Claire. A
beachfront summer promises the opportunity to take
deep healing breaths and explore new paths. But
when her father’s will reveals a secret that tarnishes his
reputation and everything she thought she knew about
her family, Marlow finds herself questioning her entire
childhood. Fortunately, her friends prove that happiness
can be found no matter what as long as the right people
are by your side.

In 1977, Claire Lake, Oregon, was
shaken by the Lady Killer Murders.
Beth Greer was the perfect suspect — a
rich, eccentric 23-year-old woman, seen fleeing one of the
crimes. But she was acquitted, and she retreated to the
isolation of her mansion. Oregon, 2017. Shea Collins runs
a true crime website, the Book of Cold Cases. When she
meets Beth by chance, Shea asks her for an interview. To
Shea’s surprise, Beth says yes. The allure of learning the
truth about the case from Beth is too much to resist, but
Shea senses something isn’t right. Is she making friends
with a manipulative murderer, or are there other dangers
lurking in the darkness of the Greer house?

Brenda Novak

9781432896157 | $34.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Wheeler Hardcover 4 & 5.

Simone St. James

9781432896027 | $31.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Wheeler Hardcover 5.

gale.printorders@cengage.com | gale.com/thorndike
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HISTORICAL FICTION I 24 hardcover titles each year for about $625.

OUR KIND OF PEOPLE

THE GREAT MRS. ELIAS

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Barbara Chase-Riboud

“An entertaining glimpse into Manhattan’s
19th-century high society and the conflict
between tradition and innovation.”
— Kirkus Reviews

“Chase-Riboud's biographical novel is a randy,
rollicking tour of Gilded Age excess, racism,
and misogyny.” — starred, Booklist

Carol Wallace

A NOVEL BASED ON A TRUE STORY

Helen Wilcox has one desire: to
successfully launch her daughters
into society. From the upper crust
herself, Helen's unconventional — if happy — marriage
has made the girls' social position precarious. Then her
husband gambles the family fortunes on an elevated
railroad that he claims will transform the face of the
city and the way the people of New York live, but will it
ruin the Wilcoxes first? As daughters Jemima and Alice
navigate the rise and fall of their family — each is forced
to re-examine who she's, and even who she's meant to
love.

Born in Philadelphia in the late 1800s,
Hannah Elias has done things she’s not
proud of to survive. Shedding her past,
Hannah slips on a new identity before
relocating to New York City to become as rich as a robber
baron. Hannah invests in the stock market, growing her
fortune. Finally attaining the life she’s always dreamed,
she buys a mansion on the Upper West Side. When the
truth of her identity is uncovered, thousands of protestors
gather in front of her stately home. Hounded by the press,
the very private Mrs. Elias finds herself alone, ensnared
in a scandalous trial, and accused of stealing her fortune
from whites.

9781432899233 | $33.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022

9781432899240 | $33.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022

25%
OFF

STANDING
ORDER

BIOGRAPHY AND MEMOIR I 24 hardcover titles each year for about $612.

THE FIRST KENNEDYS

THE HUMBLE ROOTS OF AN AMERICAN
DYNASTY

Neal Thompson
“This is both an absorbing family story and a
saga of the Irish diaspora in Boston.”
— starred, Library Journal

Today, we remember the iconic
Kennedy family as the vanguard of
wealth, power, and style rather than
as the descendants of poor immigrants. Here we meet
the first American Kennedys, Patrick and Bridget, who
arrived as thousands of others did following the Great
Famine — penniless and hungry. Patrick’s sudden death
left Bridget to raise their children single-handedly. Her
rise from housemaid to shop owner kept her family
intact, allowing her son P.J. to become a successful
businessman. P.J. went on to become the first American
Kennedy elected to public office — the first of many.
9781432899165 | $33.99 U.S.
Biography | Releases 6/8/2022
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THE BEAUTY OF DUSK

ON VISION LOST AND FOUND

Frank Bruni
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“An uplifting exploration of human potential
... [A] poignant, often wise look at how nearly
everything bad that happens to us can actually
be good.” — Kirkus Reviews

One morning in late 2017, New York
Times columnist Frank Bruni woke up
with blurred vision. Overnight, a stroke had cut off blood
to one of his optic nerves, rendering him functionally
blind in that eye. In The Beauty of Dusk, Bruni recounts his
adjustment to this reality, a medical and spiritual odyssey
that involved not only reappraising his own priorities
but also reaching out to longtime friends and new
acquaintances who had navigated their own traumas and
afflictions. The result is an examination of the limits all
of us encounter, the lenses through which we choose to
evaluate them, and the tools we have for perseverance.
9781432899141 | $32.99 U.S.
Biography | Releases 6/8/2022

25%
OFF
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ORDER

NONFICTION I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $920.
THE DARK QUEENS

THE BLOODY RIVALRY THAT FORGED THE MEDIEVAL WORLD

Shelley Puhak
“A compelling read for those with an interest in early medieval European history, Merovingian history, and
women in power.” — Library Journal

Brunhild was a foreign princess, raised to be married off for the sake of alliance-building. Her
sister-in-law Fredegund started out as a lowly palace slave. Yet these two strategists reigned
over vast realms, and in the process laid the foundations of what would be Charlemagne's
empire. Yet after the queens' deaths their stories were rewritten, their names consigned to
slander and legend. In The Dark Queens, Shelley Puhak sets the record straight. She resurrects
two women in all their complexity, striking at the roots of some of our culture's stubbornest
myths about female power.
9781432899332 | $34.99 U.S.
History/Historical | Releases 6/22/2022 | Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

THE TRIALS OF HARRY S. TRUMAN

THE EXTRAORDINARY PRESIDENCY OF AN ORDINARY MAN, 1945-1953

Jeffrey Frank
“A well-researched, engagingly human portrait of this complex mid-20th-century political leader.”
— Kirkus Reviews

Historians have tended to portray Harry Truman as stolid and decisive, with a homespun
manner, but the man who emerges in The Trials of Harry S. Truman is complex and surprising.
He was a man with generous impulses, loyal to friends and family, but quick to anger and
prone to hasty decisions. Archival discoveries and research have contributed to an indelible
and deeply human portrait of an ordinary man suddenly forced to shoulder extraordinary
responsibilities, who never lost a schoolboy’s romantic love for his country and its
Constitution.
9781432899424 | $32.99 U.S.
Biography | Releases 6/22/2022 | Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

COVERED WITH NIGHT

A STORY OF MURDER AND INDIGENOUS JUSTICE IN EARLY AMERICA

Nicole Eustace
“Eustace’s account offers not only the history of the trial, but also an inclusive examination of ongoing clashes
over the possession of land rights.” — Library Journal

On the eve of a treaty conference between Iroquois leaders and European colonists in 1722,
two white fur traders attacked an Indigenous hunter and left him for dead near Conestoga,
Pennsylvania. An absorbing chronicle built around an extraordinary group of characters —
from the slain man’s widow to the Indigenous diplomat known as “Captain Civility” to the
scheming governor of Pennsylvania — Covered with Night transforms a single event into
an unforgettable portrait of early America. It ultimately revives a lost vision of crime and
punishment that reverberates down into our own time.
9781432899417 | $31.99 U.S.
History/Nonfiction | Releases 6/22/2022 | Available in Nonfiction 3.
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THRILLER, ADVENTURE, AND SUSPENSE I about $946.
THE CHILDREN ON THE HILL
Jennifer McMahon

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“[A] stellar take on Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein ... McMahon keeps the reader wondering how much is real and
how much is imagined. This is a must for psychological thriller fans.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

1978. In Vermont, psychiatrist Dr. Helen Hildreth is acclaimed for her work with the mentally
ill but when she’s home with Vi and Eric, she’s just Gran. One day Gran brings home a child to
stay with the family. Violet and Eric invite Iris to join their Monster Club, where they catalogue
all kinds of monsters and dream up ways to defeat them because monsters are everywhere.
2019. Lizzy Shelley, host of the podcast Monsters Among Us, is traveling to Vermont, where a
girl has been abducted and a monster sighting has the town in an uproar. She’s determined to
hunt it down because Lizzy knows that monsters are real — and one of them is her very own
sister.
9781432898434 | $34.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 6/22/2022

THE OLD WOMAN WITH THE KNIFE
Gu Byeong-mo

“Skillfully rendered ... a thriller with heart.” — Kirkus Reviews

At 65, Hornclaw is beginning to slow down. She lives in a small apartment, with only her aging
dog to keep her company. There are expectations for people her age — that she'll retire and
live out the rest of her days quietly. But Hornclaw is not like other people. She's an assassin.
Double-crossers, corporate enemies, cheating spouses — for the past four decades — Hornclaw
has killed them all with ruthless efficiency. But now, she's slipped up. An injury leads her to a
connection with a doctor and his family. As Hornclaw's world closes in, this final chapter in her
career may also mark her own bloody end.
9781432898939 | $33.99 U.S.
Adventure/Suspense | Releases 6/22/2022

THE WHISPERS
Heidi Perks

Anna loves Girls’ Night with her friends. With the kids safely in bed, it’s a chance for the
women to let loose, enjoy some wine, and just laugh. But after one lively evening, Anna
doesn’t arrive for school drop-off the next morning — or the next, or the next. Everyone,
especially her husband and young son, are frantic with worry but none more so than Grace,
her childhood best friend. Grace is certain that someone is hiding the truth about Anna’s
unexplained disappearance. As rumors fly and accusations are whispered among neighbors,
Grace decides to take matters into her own hands and find out what happened to Anna or die
trying.
9781432899448 | $33.99 U.S.
Suspense | Releases 6/22/2022
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MYSTERY I 72 hardcover titles each year for about $1,786.
THE DARLING DAHLIAS AND THE RED HOT POKER
DARLING DAHLIAS

Susan Wittig Albert
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

It’s 1935, and there’s a firebug on the loose in Darling. What’s more, a dangerous hurricane
is poised to hurl itself in Darling’s direction while a hurricane of a different sort is making a
whirlwind campaign stop: the much-loved-much-hated senator from Louisiana, Huey P. Long,
whom President Roosevelt calls the “most dangerous man in America.” Add Ophelia Snow’s
secret heartthrob, Liz Lacy’s Yankee lover, and the Magnolia Ladies’ garden of red hot pokers,
fire-red salvia, and hot pink cosmos, and you have a volatile mix that might burst into flames
at any moment.
| 9781432898625 $35.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Mystery 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6.

THE RETURN OF THE PHARAOH

FROM THE REMINISCENCES OF JOHN H. WATSON, M.D.

Nicholas Meyer
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“Fast-paced ... a fun and delightful addition to the canon.” — Library Journal

In 1910, Dr. John Watson travels to Egypt with his wife. Her tuberculosis has returned and
her doctor recommends a stay at a sanitarium in a dry climate. But while his wife undergoes
treatment, Dr. Watson bumps into an old friend, Sherlock Holmes, in disguise and on a case.
An English duke has disappeared, leading to enquiries from his wife and the Home Office.
Holmes has discovered that the missing duke was on the trail of a previously undiscovered
and unopened tomb. Holmes and Watson are on the trail of something much bigger, more
important, and more sinister than an errant lord.
9781432899189 | $33.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Mystery 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6.

THE ROYAL SECRET

James Marwood and Cat Lovett • Book 5

Andrew Taylor
Two young girls plot a murder by witchcraft. Soon afterwards a government clerk dies in
mysterious circumstances. His colleague James Marwood is asked to investigate. Meanwhile,
architect Cat Hakesby is working for a merchant who lives on Slaughter Street, where the
air smells of blood and a captive Barbary lion prowls the stables. Then a prestigious new
commission arrives. Cat must design a Poultry House for the woman that the King loves
most in all the world. At the heart of this lies a secret so explosive it could not only rip apart
England but change the entire face of Europe.
9781432899196 | $31.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Mystery 3, 4, 5 & 6.
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WHEN ALL LIGHT FAILS
A Ryan DeMarco Mystery

Randall Silvis
“A soulful, deeply felt story less invested in the mystery at hand than in the mysteries of the universe.”
— Kirkus Reviews

Ryan DeMarco can't refuse a nine-year-old Michigan girl begging for help finding her biological
father. But things aren't as they appear in the woods of Michigan, and the seemingly simple
investigation soon morphs into something deadly. The deeper DeMarco and the rest of the
team dig, the more ugly truths they reveal, all while doing their best to keep one member of
their team from falling prey to her own kind of darkness. This investigation just might be the
most emotionally troubling one DeMarco has encountered, for there are plenty of people who
will do whatever it takes to shut him down before the truth comes to light.
9781432899158 | $30.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Mystery 4, 5 & 6.

READER, I BURIED THEM AND OTHER STORIES
Peter Lovesey

“A celebratory display of the many things an accomplished veteran can do with the short mystery.”
— Kirkus Reviews

Peter Lovesey has assembled this devilishly clever collection, 18 yarns of mystery,
melancholy, and mischief, inhabiting such deadly settings as a theater, a monastery, and
the book publishing industry. The collection includes that first story that launched his storywriting career as well as three exclusive new stories. In addition, Lovesey fans will delight in a
personal essay by the author about the historical inspirations — and in an appearance by the
irascible Bath detective Peter Diamond, who's, in the author’s words, “bulldozed his way” into
this volume.
9781432899172 | $30.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Mystery 5 & 6.

POPPY HARMON AND THE BACKSTABBING BACHELOR
A Desert Flowers Mystery

Lee Hollis
“Plenty of quirky characters enhance this compelling display of bravery in the face of danger.”
— Kirkus Reviews

While Matt Flowers shoots a film abroad, Poppy’s sweating over a menacing mystery stalker
when a shocking death proves she’s in serious danger. Finding answers may mean pulling
off the most challenging performance of her career. Now, with Poppy’s unknown stalker
rumored to be posing as one of several bachelors on a glitzy reality series, a disguised Poppy
must reveal his true identity on set before he realizes hers. Does Poppy have what it takes to
catch the cold-blooded killer in time for the season finale, or should she start planning for her
funeral?
9781432899035 | $30.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Mystery 6.
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SOFTCOVER COZY MYSTERIES I 48 softcover titles each year for about $972.

THE BODIES IN THE LIBRARY
A First Edition Library Mystery

Marty Wingate
“This series debut will delight lovers of
literary-themed romance and mystery.”
— Booklist

Hayley Burke is the new curator
of Lady Georgiana Fowling's First
Edition library. The library is kept at
Middlebank House in Bath, England.
Hayley lives on the premises and works with Glynis
Woolgar, Lady Fowling's former secretary, who doesn't
approve Hayley's ideas to modernize the First Edition
Society to bring in fresh blood. Hayley is faking it till she
makes it, and one of her plans to breathe new life into
the Society is actually taking flight — an Agatha Christie
fan fiction writers group is paying dues to meet up at
Middlebank House. But when one of the group is found
dead in the stacks of the library, Hayley has to catch the
killer to save the Society and her new job.
9781432898984 | $26.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE
MIDWINTER MURDERS
A Victorian Mystery

Emily Brightwell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“Brightwell skillfully steers the unfolding
mystery down an unexpected path.”
— Publishers Weekly

Harriet Andover is strangled inside her
mansion with a house full of holiday
guests. Inspector Witherspoon discovers that Harriet's
own husband and stepchildren are not overcome with
grief and neither are most of her friends. And the room
where Harriet's body was found was locked from the
inside and she'd the only key in her pocket. Mrs. Jeffries
and the household learn that Harriet's sister may have
died from foul play as well. As the clues mount, this band
of sleuths will not rest until they've delivered a stocking
full of coal to a killer.
9781432899219 | $26.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

NEVER TRIFLE WITH MURDER

MURDER ON CAPE COD

Livia J. Washburn

Maddie Day

A Fresh Baked Mystery

A Cozy Capers Book Group Mystery

While Sam Fletcher is playing
dominoes with the guys, Eve Turner is
busy flirting with the English chef since
she's a fascination for English accents
and handsome men who can cook.
This puts her in competition with a
couple of other ladies from the senior
center, who also have their caps set for Chef Alfred
Dorrington. The third and final class features desserts,
and more than the stove heats up when the trifle is
poisoned! Once again Phyllis finds herself involved in
a murder case filled with hidden motives and colorful
characters.

Summer is busy season for Mac
Almeida’s bicycle shop. She’s expecting
an influx of tourists at Mac’s Bikes;
instead she discovers the body of Jake
Lacey. The authorities seem to think
Mac is a strong suspect after she was
spotted arguing with Jake just hours
before his death. Mac knows she didn’t do it, but she does
recognize the weapon — her brother’s fishing knife. To
clear her name — and maybe her brother’s too — Mac will
have to summon help from a library’s worth of detectives’
tips and tricks. This is one mystery where Mac is hoping for
anything but a surprise ending.

9781432899226 | $26.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

9781432898977 | $26.99 U.S.
Cozy Mystery | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 4.
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BLACK VOICES I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $891.

GATHERING BLOSSOMS
UNDER FIRE

THE JOURNALS OF ALICE WALKER,
1965-2000

Alice Walker
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“An intimate glimpse into an important
writer’s life.” — Kirkus Reviews

The journals of Alice Walker are
gathered to reflect the complex,
passionate, and acclaimed Pulitzer Prize winner. She
explores her feelings as a woman, a writer, an African
American, a wife, a daughter, a mother, a lover, a
sister, a friend, a citizen of the world. She explores an
array of events: marching in Mississippi with Martin
Luther King, Jr.; her marriage to a Jewish lawyer; an
early miscarriage; writing her first novel; the ancestral
visits that led her to write The Color Purple; winning the
Pulitzer Prize; and burying her mother.
9781432897987 | $32.99 U.S.
Memoir | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Black Voices 2, 3 & 4

A WOMAN OF ENDURANCE
Dahlma Llanos-Figueroa

“Llanos-Figueroa’s ... return ... traces the gutwrenching life of a woman who struggles to
survive slavery and find trust and love in her
community ... This harrowing story is hard to
put down.” — Publishers Weekly

In 19th-century Puerto Rico, Pola,
a deeply spiritual African woman,
is captured and later sold for the
purpose of breeding future slaves. The dehumanizing
violence of her life almost destroys her. This is not a
novel of defeat but rather one of survival, regeneration,
and reclamation of common humanity. From the sadistic
barbarity of her first experiences, she moves on to
receive compassion and support from a revitalizing new
community. Along the way, she learns to recognize and
embrace the many faces of love. It's ultimately, a novel
of the triumph of the human spirit even under the most
brutal of conditions.
9781432898922 | $30.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Black Voices 3 & 4.
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BLACK CLOUD RISING
David Wright Faladé

“The story of the African Brigade ... gets
its due in this superior adult debut from
Faladé.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

Told by Sgt. Richard Etheridge, the son
of an enslaved woman and her former
master, Black Cloud Rising is based on
the true story of the African Brigade,
an all-Black regiment led by General
Edward Augustus Wild, a one-armed white abolitionist
who terrorized the North Carolina countryside. Eager
to prove his worth but deeply conflicted about his own
notions of Blackness and whiteness, Richard must
navigate a world of violence and moral uncertainty,
never knowing whether the shot that could end his
life will be fired by his own cousin, who's turned
Confederate guerrilla, or his fellow soldier, the selfnamed Revere, who sees through Richard’s racial selfdoubt.
9781432898816 | $31.99 NCR
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Black Voices 2, 3 & 4.

PASSING

Nella Larsen
Clare Kendry is living on the edge. Lightskinned, elegant, and ambitious, she's
married to a racist white man unaware
of her African American heritage and
has severed all ties to her past after
deciding to “pass” as a white woman.
Clare’s childhood friend, Irene Redfield,
just as light-skinned, has chosen to
remain within the African American community, and is
simultaneously allured and repelled by Clare’s decision to
engage in racial masquerade. Clare’s interest in Irene turns
into a homoerotic longing for Irene’s black identity that she
abandoned, and she's forced to grapple with her decision
to pass for white in a way that is both tragic and telling.
9781432898694 | $30.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Black Voices 4.
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SOFTCOVER ROMANCE AND WOMEN'S FICTION I for about $731.
CHASE WILDE COMES HOME
Wyoming Wilde • Book 1

Jennifer Ryan
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“[A] heavy, deeply emotional western about love and loyalty ... This moving tale of redemption and romance
will melt the hardest of hearts.” — Publishers Weekly

Chase Wilde never expected to fall in love, especially with Shelby Payne. Chase knows it
will take a lot to prove to Shelby that there’s more between them than the single night they
spent together. She’s everything he’s ever wanted, including the voice of reason he needs to
reconcile his past and be the man he wants to be for them both. But just as their lives come
together, she’s torn away from him by a dangerous person from her past, and saving her
means saving himself because he can’t live without her.
9781432899264 | $27.99 U.S.
Contemporary Romance | Releases 6/22/2022

LEASE ON LOVE
Falon Ballard

“This charming story of new beginnings and emotional growth has a sassy and likable narrator in Sadie, and
the novel keeps a light tone despite touching on difficult subjects like toxic families and grief.”
— Library Journal

After getting passed over for a promotion, Sadie Green is in desperate need of three things:
a stiff drink, a new place to live, and a one-night stand. When a mix-up lands her on the
doorstep of Jack Thomas' Brooklyn brownstone, it’s too bad Sadie is more attracted to the
impressive real estate than to the man himself. Jack, still grieving the death of his parents,
has learned to find comfort in video games and movies instead of friends. So while he
doesn’t know what to make of Sadie, he’s willing to offer her his spare bedroom while she
gets back on her feet. The two are polar opposites, but they both start to realize they may
have made the deal of a lifetime.
9781432899028 | $26.99 U.S.
Contemporary Romance | Releases 6/22/2022

BEFORE THE COFFEE GETS COLD
Before the Coffee Gets Cold Series

Toshikazu Kawaguchi
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
LIBRARYREADS PICK
INDIENEXT PICKS
INDIE BOOK AWARD SHORTLIST

“Kawaguchi’s tender look at the beauty of passing things ... makes for an affecting, deeply immersive journey
into the desire to hold onto the past. This wondrous tale will move readers.” — Publishers Weekly

In a small back alley in Tokyo, there's a café which has been serving carefully brewed coffee
for more than 100 years. This coffee shop offers its customers a unique experience, the
chance to travel back in time. But the journey into the past does not come without risks.
Customers must sit in a particular seat, they can't leave the café, and finally, they must return
to the present before the coffee gets cold.
9781432899011 | $25.99 U.S.
Fantasy | Releases 6/22/2022
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ROMANCE I 48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,197.

SHADOW FIRE

SAND DOLLAR LANE

Christine Feehan

Sheila Roberts

A Shadow Riders Novel
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Shadow Rider Elie Archambault has
been called many things: domineering,
brash, loyal, but most of all, fast. And
there’s nothing faster than choosing to
marry a woman you’ve never met. All
he's is a signed contract and a list of
his new bride’s expectations for their arranged marriage.
He’s not expecting love or some happy ever after, just
a partner that knows what she signed up for. He’ll be
faithful because he’s a man of honor, but she’ll never
have his heart. He just wants to do his duty as a Shadow
Rider and leave the past behind. But Elie has no idea
that his choice will burn all his carefully laid plans to the
ground.
9781432896089 | $32.99 U.S.
Romance | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

A Moonlight Harbor Novel

Brody Green is done with love. First a
divorce, then a broken engagement.
From now on he’s keeping things
light, no commitments. Luckily Brody’s
business is booming. Beach Dreams
Realty is the best real estate company
in town. And the only one, until Lucy
Holmes needs a new start. She was a real estate broker
working with her husband until she caught him trying
out the shower in a luxury condo with another agent.
With him gone, she’s determined to build a business
even bigger than what she'd. Looks like it’s going to be a
hot market in Moonlight Harbor. And maybe these two
competitors will make some heat of their own.
9781432898328 | $32.99 U.S.
Contemporary Romance | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

DUKE GONE ROGUE

THE WEDDING CRASHER

Christy Carlyle

“Sosa takes incredible care developing this slowburn romance, delivering characters readers
will want to hang out with and plenty of belly
laughs.” — Publishers Weekly

Love on Holiday • Book 1
“A charming Victorian romance by the sea.”
— Kirkus Reviews

As a duke, Will Hart is a catch, but as
a grumpy stick-in-the mud, no lady
knows how to catch his eye. When
his sisters concoct a plan for him to
visit Cornwall, he reluctantly agrees.
Madeline Ravenwood believes she can do anything
she puts her mind to, including running the gardening
business she inherited from her father. Preparing for
Princess Beatrice’s visit to judge their annual flower
show, the appearance of a stern, handsome duke is a
distraction Maddie doesn’t need. Maddie knows how
different their worlds are and when the burdens of his
title reappear, can Will convince her she’s the woman
he’s been waiting for?
9781432898687 | $31.99 U.S.
Historical Romance | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Romance 3 & 4.
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Mia Sosa

Solange Pereira is roped into helping her
wedding planner cousin on a random
couple’s big day. It’s an easy gig until
Solange stumbles upon a situation that
convinces her the pair isn’t meant to be. What’s a romantic
to do? Crash the wedding, of course. Dean Chapman
was about to start a family and on track to make partner
when his marriage went up in smoke. Then he learns he
might not land an assignment unless he's a significant
other and, in a moment of panic, Dean claims to be in love
with Solange. Now Dean has to beg her to be his pretend
girlfriend. As they fake date their way around town, what
started as a performance turns into a connection neither
can deny.
9781432897628 | $31.99 U.S.
Contemporary Romance | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Romance 4.
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CHRISTIAN ROMANCE I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $848.

THE VIEW FROM CORAL COVE
Amy Clipston

THE HEART'S CHARGE

Hanger's Horsemen • Book 2

Karen Witemeyer

In the wake of a broken engagement
and the death of her last surviving
family member, romance novelist
Maya Reynolds moves to Coral Cove,
North Carolina, to take over her greataunt’s toy store. Some of her grief is
eased by eight-year-old Ashlyn Tanner,
who inspires Maya to create a princess
tea-party room in the store. Ashlyn’s dad, veterinarian
Brody Tanner, is quickly smitten by the newest resident
of his hometown. As a single parent, he sacrifices a lot to
give Ashlyn the world, so a romantic entanglement with
Maya is not a distraction he's looking for. But together,
they might discover that sometimes happy endings
happen outside the pages of Maya’s novels too.

Hanger's Horsemen Mark Wallace
and Jonah Brooks arrive in Llano
County, Texas, to deliver a steed, never
expecting they'd help deliver a baby
as well. Left with an infant to care
for, they head to a nearby foundling
home, where Mark encounters the
woman he nearly married a decade ago. After failing at
love, Katherine Palmer has dedicated her life to caring
for children, teaming up with Eliza Southerland to start
Harmony House. The taciturn Jonah intrigues Eliza by
defying all her stereotypes of men, but there are secrets
behind his eyes. When the Horsemen hear rumors of
missing children, they work to uncover the truth.

| 9781432898755 | $32.99 U.S.
Christian Romance | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Christian Romance 2, 3 & 4.

9781432898199 | $30.99 U.S.
Christian Historical Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Christian Romance 2, 3 & 4.

A HEALER'S PROMISE

Brides of Laurent • Book 2

Misty M. Beller
Levi Masters's time as a British spy
hasn't ended, though his country's
war with America has. Overhearing
a scout reveal a discovery that could
give America an upper hand in future
conflicts, Levi is sent to investigate
but warriors from a hidden mountain
village take him captive. Village healer Audrey Moreau
is drawn to his commitment to honesty, but the council
decides he's too great a risk. Compelled to help him, she
sneaks him out of the village. When the fierce mountain
winter closes in, Levi and Audrey are forced to discover
how far they'll go to ensure the safety of the other and
the love growing between them.
9781432898779 | $29.99 U.S.
Christian Romance | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Christian Romance 3 & 4.

THE LETTER FROM BRIARTON
PARK
The Houses of Yorkshire • Book 1

Sarah E. Ladd
“Ladd balances mystery and romance to
create a light but satisfying story. Readers will
look forward to the next in the series.”
— Publishers Weekly

Cassandra Hale’s world shifts when a
deathbed confession reveals a twoyear-old letter from Mr. Clark, the master of Briarton
Park, with hints to her family’s identity. James Warrington
is a widower and the new master of Briarton Park. When
Cassandra appears at his doorstep with a letter from the
previous owner, he's honor bound to help uncover the
answers she seeks. The more time Cassandra spends
in Anston, the more she begins to suspect not everyone
is as they seem. She must navigate the treacherous
landscapes between truth and rumor if she's to uncover
the realities of her past.
9781432898762 | $29.99 U.S.
Christian Romance | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Christian Romance 4.
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LOOKING FOR LEROY

ONCE UPON A WARDROBE

“With plenty of humorous encounters,
delightful misunderstandings, and realistic
characters, this is one to hand to readers
looking for a fun read with a hint of faith.”
— Library Journal

“Callahan once again visits the life and works
of C. S. Lewis in this enlightening novel of
logic and imagination, faith, and reason.”
— starred, Library Journal

Melody Carlson

Patti Callahan

Brynna Phillips is done with men. They
only break your heart. But just when
she makes this declaration, her friend
Jan convinces Brynna to join her on a camping vacation
in Sonoma Wine Country. As they wind their way toward
their destination, Brynna recalls her teenage camp
romance with a boy named Leroy. All she remembers
is that Leroy was a good guy and that his family owned
a vineyard in Sonoma. Jan insists they look for him, and
the search begins. Beyond the slim chance they'd ever be
able to find him are questions that have haunted Brynna
"What ... past?"
"Can ... touch?"

1950. Megs is a 17-year-old student at
Oxford University. When her eightyear-old brother asks if Narnia is real,
Megs tells him it’s just a book for
children and certainly not true. Remaining fixated on
his favorite books, George presses her to ask the author
of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe a question:
“Where did Narnia come from?” Despite her fear about
approaching the famous author, who's a professor at
her school, Megs soon finds herself taking tea with C.S.
Lewis. His answers will reveal to Megs many truths, and
the gift she thought she was giving to her brother — the
story behind Narnia — turns out to be his gift to her,
instead: hope.

9781432898717 | $32.99 U.S.
Christian Romance | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3, 4 & 5.

9781432898724 | $32.99 U.S.
Christian Historical Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Christian Fiction 3, 4 & 5.

THE SOULS OF LOST LAKE
Jaime Jo Wright

“Suspense and spine-tingling moments.”
— Library Journal

Wren Blythe's enjoyed living in the
Northwoods of Wisconsin. When
a little girl goes missing, a search
ensues, reviving the story of Ava
Coons, the murderess believed to
still roam the forest. In 1930, Ava
Coons has spent the last several years carrying the
mantle of mystery since the day she emerged from the
woods, spattered with blood, dragging a logger's ax.
She's accepted she'll never remember what happened
to her family and that the people of Tempter's Creek will
always blame her for their deaths. After a member of the
town is murdered, and another goes missing, rumors
spread that Ava's secret is perhaps more malicious than
previously imagined.
9781432898731 | $31.99 U.S.
Christian Mystery | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Christian Fiction 4 & 5.
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THE MASTER CRAFTSMAN
Kelli Stuart

In 1917, Alma Pihl, a master craftsman
in the House of Fabergé, was charged
to protect one of the greatest secrets
in Russian history — a Fabergé Egg that
Peter Karl Fabergé secretly created to
honor his allegiance to both the people
of Russia and the tsar's family. When
Alma escaped Russia in 1921, she took
the secret with her. Three generations later, treasure
hunter Nick Laine is sick and fears the secret of the missing
egg will die with him. With time running out, he entrusts
the mission of retrieving the egg to his daughter, Ava. As
the stakes are raised, Ava is forced to declare her own
allegiance and the consequences are greater than she
could have imagined.
9781432898748 | $30.99 U.S.
Christian Fiction | Releases 6/8/2022
Available in Christian Fiction 5.

25%
OFF

STANDING
ORDER

AMISH FICTION I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $866.
COURTING CALEB

The Amish Mail Order Grooms • Book 2

Kelly Long
Why shouldn’t Abigail Mast, the local potter of Blackberry Falls, advertise for a groom? But
her plan goes awry when two men arrive in answer to her ad. The bishop’s solution: Abigail
should court them both and make a decision by Valentine’s Day. Caleb thought his bruder was
crazy for answering an ad and agreeing to marry a complete stranger. Yet there’s no denying
he’s found a happy life. Rather than agree to the unsuitable match his father has made for
him, Caleb answers an ad from Blackberry Falls. There he discovers a woman who makes him
forget his past — and a rival groom-to-be.
9781432897765 | $31.99 U.S.
Christian Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022

AN AMISH BRIDE
Joyful River • Book 2

Rosalind Lauer
“Lauer skillfully portrays the tenderness of young love and the complexity of untreated mental illness in a
community reluctant to acknowledge it. Amish romance fans will enjoy this heartening tale.”
— Publishers Weekly

Sam Lapp remembers the exact moment he stopped seeing Sadie Beiler as just his sister’s
best friend and saw instead the graceful, loving woman she’s become. If only he'd seen it
before Sadie began courting someone else. When Sadie first caught the eye of a handsome
auctioneer, she felt hopeful that marriage would provide an escape. As months stretched on
without a proposal, Sadie discovers a worrying new side to her beau and a growing kinship
with Sam. He shows Sadie that real love is just a stone’s throw away. When an obstacle forces
a separation between them, can steadfast faith make Sadie an Amish bride at last?
9781432898458 | $30.99 U.S.
Christian Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022

LOVING LOVINA

The Infamous Amish • Book 3

Patricia Johns
Waking in the hospital after a car accident, Lovina Yoder doesn’t remember the Amish family
who claim her as their own or the man who says he’s her fiancé. Life in the Amish community
seems full of joy and warmth. Yet Lovina senses there's something more in her past. Her
family hopes Lovina can rediscover her Amish heart before those painful recollections return.
Johannes loves her as deeply as ever, but if she walked away once, will she leave again, taking
his dream of home and family with her? Or will the new memories they're making together,
day by day, convince her that this bountiful future is Gott’s plan for them?
9781432897635 | $30.99 U.S.
Christian Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022
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CLEAN READS I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $866.
A VINEYARD WEDDING
A Vineyard Novel

Jean Stone
With her wedding to John Lyons only weeks away, Annie Sutton is faced with more drama
than usual. Between the hideous heirloom gown her new family expects her to wear and the
challenges of bonding with John’s daughter Abigail, Annie’s having doubts. When the baby she
once found on her doorstep goes missing, Annie has bigger concerns. Suddenly it seems as if
Abigail will do anything to stop her father from marrying Annie — even putting a child at risk.
If scaring Annie half to death is the plan, it’s working. And if postponing her future with John is
the only way to make that happen, it’s a sacrifice Annie may have to make.
9781432897741 | $31.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022

BAREFOOT IN THE SAND

An Eliot's Corner, Maine Novel

Holly Chamberlin
There are moments that change your entire life’s direction. For Arden Bell, one such moment
comes when she opens the door to Laura Huntington — the daughter she isn’t seen in 37
years. Not a day has passed in which Arden hasn’t thought of the baby her wealthy, powerful
parents forced her to give up for adoption. Now Laura’s arrival, and her inevitable questions,
will propel both women on a journey to forge a new relationship and unravel the past. Amid
revelations and discoveries, they'll learn the truth about the risks we take and sacrifices we
make for love.
9781432898533 | $31.99 U.S.
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022

THE GIRL IN THE PAINTING
Tea Cooper

Australia, 1906. Jane Piper is nine years old when philanthropist siblings Michael and
Elizabeth Quinn take her into their home to further her schooling. Despite Jane’s mysterious
past, her remarkable aptitude for mathematics takes her far over the next seven years,
and her relationship with Elizabeth and Michael flourishes as she plays an increasingly
prominent part in their business. Elizabeth reacts in terror to an exhibition at the local
gallery, Jane realizes no one knows Elizabeth after all — not even Elizabeth herself. As the
past and present converge and Elizabeth’s grasp on reality loosens, Jane sets out to unravel
her story before it’s too late.
9781432898519 | $30.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022
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25%
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HARDCOVER WESTERNS I 48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,091.

PERILOUS FRONTIER

A QUARTET OF CRIME IN THE
OLD WEST

John D. Nesbitt, with Larry D.
Sweazy, Jim Jones, Phil Mills Jr.
AWARD-WINNING AUTHORS

RALPH COMPTON COUNTERFEIT
LAWMAN
The Gunfighter Series

Jackson Lowry
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

In Double Deceit by John D. Nesbitt,
Dunbar is on a mission to find a killer
and bring him to justice. In Scarecrows
by Jim Jones, cattle rustlers are
terrorizing small ranchers in the Texas Panhandle. In Cold
the Bitter Heart by Phil Mills Jr., although Jake Summers
would follow a trail littered with suspects, had he missed
the most obvious one? In "Wind in His Face" by Larry D.
Sweazy, Scrap Elliot is on a mission to prove to the local
sheriff that he's not a cold-blooded killer.

Augustus Yarrow is a top lawman,
the best of the best, until he winds
up dead. Isaac Scott is looking for
something better than his life of riding
the rails when the man he's sharing a
car with is shot. The man attempts to tell Ike something
with his dying breath, right before Ike himself is arrested.
When he stumbles across illegal shipments of enough
arms and ammunition to start a war, Ike knows he’s the
only person who can stop the catastrophe from occurring
— even if it means becoming a counterfeit lawman.

9781432886479 | $29.99 U.S.
Frontier Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Hardcover Westerns 1, 2, 3 & 4.

9781432899493 | $29.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Hardcover Westerns 2, 3 & 4.

PROMISED LAND

ESCAPE FROM SILVERTON

Jason Manning

SPUR AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Falconer Series • Book 2

Another installment in the Falconer
series follows Hugh Falconer — tracker,
trapper, explorer, and legendary
mountain man — as he continues his
journey along the Oregon Trail with his
gang of outcasts, straight into the path
of a ruthless warrior.
9781432899486 | $28.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Hardcover Westerns 3 & 4.

Preston Lewis

When Blake Corley’s luck turned cold,
he knew he must leave Silverton to
survive, even if it was the dead of
winter. Agreeing to freight back to
Durango the coffins of two payroll
guards killed in a robbery, Corley takes
with him a prostitute named Penny
and a Black laborer named Moses. What they don’t know
is they're carrying more than just bodies — the actual
haul from the fatal robbery. If Blake is to survive, he and
his passengers must beat the frigid weather and outwit
the robbers who take out after them to recover their illgotten gains. The race from Silverton to safety in Durango
will require Blake’s wits and bravery as well as all the
bullets he can find.
9781432899479 | $28.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Hardcover Westerns 4.
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SOFTCOVER WESTERNS I 32 softcover titles each year for about $731.
RALPH COMPTON THE SALTWATER TRAIL
The Trail Drive Series

Jackson Lowry
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Clay Forsythe never knew there was such a thing as a paniolo — a Hawaiian cowboy — but
when he meets Jose Vasquez and Leo Suarez he realizes they're talented and worldly. With
no job offers, things aren't going well for Clay so when the pair offer him a job, he sees
no reason to decline. Not everyone wants to see Barker Ranch prosper; in fact, they'll do
almost anything to stop the trio. If Clay and the paniolos can get the herd to their patch of
land along the coast, it'll be smooth sailing after, and Clay vows he'll get them there, come
hell or high water.
9781432899509 | $26.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Softcover Westerns 1, 2 & 3.

BATTLE OF THE TETON BASIN
High Country • Book 3

Jason Manning
All Zach Hannah wants is to be left alone, high in the mountains with his bride, Morning
Sky but as long as Sean Devlin is alive, Zach will find no peace. Now Zach has to track down
this man, the former friend who stole his wife and left him to die at the hands of his mortal
enemies, the Blackfoot Indians. It’s an odyssey that will lead him along the Santa Fe Trail
and back to the high country, where the mountains echo with gunfire. As mountain men
and Blackfoot braves clash in a struggle that will change the course of the American West,
Zach and Devlin square off in a final reckoning that only one of them will survive.
9781432899462 | $25.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Softcover Westerns 2 & 3.

THE SCALPER

WESTERN STORIES

Richard Prosch
SPUR AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Two outlaws plot the demise of a woman from the past. A gunman is plagued by a passel
of ornery cats. An emerging artist threatens the status quo of an old Wyoming camp. A
young inventor follows in the footsteps of Thomas Edison and Sherlock Holmes. Owlhoots
and heroes. Whit Branham and The DaVinci Kid. A Spur Award–winning story and other
acclaimed favorites take readers to the small towns and wide open range of the old west.
9781432899455 | $25.99 U.S.
Western | Releases 6/22/2022
Available in Softcover Westerns 3.
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PAPERBACK BESTSELLERS I 48 softcover titles each year for about $648.

THE MADNESS OF CROWDS

FORGIVING PARIS

Louise Penny

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

A Chief Inspector Gamache Novel
INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
LIBRARY JOURNAL — ONE OF THE BEST
CRIME FICTION BOOKS OF 2020
KIRKUS REVIEWS — ONE OF THE BEST
MYSTERIES/THRILLERS OF 2020
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR — ONE OF
THE BEST NOVELS OF 2020
GLOBE AND MAIL – TOP 100 BOOKS OF 2020

Chief Inspector Armand Gamache's asked to provide
security for a visiting Professor of Statistics giving a lecture
at the nearby university. It sounds easy enough. That
is until Gamache discovers an agenda so repulsive he
begs the university to cancel the lecture. They refuse and
accuse Gamache of censorship. Before long, Professor
Abigail Robinson’s views start seeping into conversations.
Discussions become debates, debates become arguments,
which turn into fights. As sides are declared, a madness
takes hold. When a murder is committed it falls to
Gamache and his team to investigate.
9781432899066 | $22.99 U.S.
Mystery | Releases 6/15/2022
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 2, 3 & 4.

THE SUMMER OF LOST AND
FOUND
The Beach House

Mary Alice Monroe
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

For Linnea Rutledge, Spring 2020
threatens stagnation. Linnea faces a
layoff from the aquarium she adores.
For her, finances, emotions, and health
teeter at the brink. Her new love
interest, Gordon, struggles to return to the Isle of Palms
from England. Meanwhile, her old flame, John, turns up
from California and is quarantining next door. She tries to
ignore him, but when he sends her plaintive notes in the
form of paper airplanes, old sparks ignite. When Gordon
at last reaches the Island, Linnea wonders — is it possible
to love two men at the same time?
9781432899080 | $21.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 6/15/2022
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 3 & 4.

Karen Kingsbury

Ashley Baxter Blake and her husband
are about to take an anniversary trip to
Paris, where a French gallery will show
her paintings, but Ashley is hesitant.
More than two decades ago, she
made her most grievous mistake there
and still harbors secrets she’s afraid
will come to light. In Paris, Alice Michel is having dinner
with her son and his new friend, Jessie. As the dinner
conversation goes on, Alice tells the young couple that her
life was saved by an American artist named Ashley. When
the two finally meet, a flood of memories comes for both
women, taking Ashley back to a reckless affair and an
unexpected pregnancy and Alice to the night she nearly
ended it all. Can this reunion bring healing and closure?
Maybe it's finally time for Ashley to forgive herself ... and
Paris.
9781432899073 | $21.99 U.S.
Christian Romance | Releases 6/15/2022
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 2, 3 & 4.

THE NIGHT SHE DISAPPEARED
Lisa Jewell

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

On a beautiful summer night in a
charming English suburb, a young
woman and her boyfriend disappear
after partying at the massive country
estate of a new college friend. One year
later, a writer moves into a cottage on
the edge of the woods that border the
same estate. Known locally as the Dark Place, the dense
forest is the writer’s favorite area for long walks and it’s on
one such walk that she stumbles upon a mysterious note
that simply reads, “DIG HERE.” Could this be a clue toward
what's happened to the missing young couple? And what
exactly is buried in this haunted ground?
9781432899097 | $22.99 U.S.
Thriller | 6/15/2022
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 4.
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MIDDLE READER I 48 softcover titles each year for about $414.

HOW TO FIND WHAT YOU'RE
NOT LOOKING FOR
Veera Hiranandani

“A splendid historical fiction tale of bravery
and determination.”
— starred, School Library Journal

Twelve-year-old Ariel Goldberg's life
feels like the moment after the final
guest leaves the party. Her family's
Jewish bakery runs into financial
trouble, and her older sister has eloped with a young
man from India following the Supreme Court decision
that strikes down laws banning interracial marriage. As
change becomes Ariel's only constant, she's left to hone
something that will be with her always — her own voice.
9781432897017 | $22.99 U.S.
Juvenile General Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022

25%
OFF

STANDING
ORDER

KALEIDOSCOPE
Brian Selznick

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

“This title is unique in its appeal and would be
a valuable addition to middle grade, young
adult, and adult/general interest collections
alike.” — starred, School Library Journal

A ship. A garden. A library. A key. In
Kaleidoscope, the incomparable Brian
Selznick presents the story of two
people bound to each other through time and space,
memory and dreams. At the center of their relationship
is a mystery about the nature of grief and love which will
look different to each reader. Kaleidoscope is a feat of
storytelling that illuminates how even the wildest tales
can help us in the hardest times.
9781432899202 | $22.99 U.S.
Juvenile General Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022

YOUNG ADULT I 24 hardcover titles each year for about $459.
THE LOST DREAMER
Lizz Huerta

Indir is a Dreamer, descended from a long line of seers; able to see beyond reality, she
carries the rare gift of Dreaming truth. King Alcan wants an opportunity to bring the
Dreamers to a permanent end. As violent change shakes Indir’s world, she's forced to
make an impossible choice: fight for her home or fight to survive. Saya is a seer, but not
a Dreamer — she's never been formally trained. Her mother exploits her daughter’s gift,
passing it off as her own as they travel from village to village, never staying in one place
too long. As she comes to distrust the only family she’s ever known, Saya will do what she’s
never done before, go where she’s never been, and risk it all in the search of answers.
9781432898649 | $24.99 U.S.
Young Adult Fantasy | Releases 6/8/2022 | Available in Young Adult 2.
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EDITOR’S CHOICE I 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,906.

Pg3

9781432897727 Roberts, Nora

I

s

Nightwork

$38.99

HC

Women's Fiction

Basic

1 6/8/2022

Pg 3

9781432897345 Giffin, Emily

I

s

Meant to Be

$37.99

HC

Women's Fiction

Basic

1 6/8/2022

Pg 8

9781432896980 Burke, James Lee

I

s

Every Cloak Rolled in Blood

$37.99

HC

Thriller

Wheeler Hardcover

3 6/8/2022

Pg 9

9781432894771 Brown, Graham

I

s

Clive Cussler's Dark Vector

$37.99

HC

Adventure

Wheeler Hardcover

3 6/8/2022

Pg 6

9781432896003 Bentley, Don

I

s

Tom Clancy Zero Hour

$37.99

HC

Thriller

Core

4 6/8/2022

Pg 8

9781432896140 Mallery, Susan

I

s

The Boardwalk Bookshop

$37.99

HC

Women's Fiction

Wheeler Hardcover

4 6/8/2022

Pg 8

9781432899301 Palmer, D. J.

s

My Wife Is Missing

$37.99

HC

Thriller

Wheeler Hardcover

5 6/8/2022

Pg 6

9781432897130 Perrotta, Tom

I

s

Tracy Flick Can't Win

$36.99

HC

General Fiction

Core

5 6/8/2022

Pg 3

9781432899295 Fowler, Therese Anne

I

s

It All Comes Down to This

$37.99

HC

Women's Fiction

Basic

6 6/8/2022

25%
OFF

STANDING
ORDER

PUBLISHER'S SHOWCASE I 24 hardcover titles each year for about $648.

Pg9

9781432898557 Korelitz, Jean Hanff

I

s

The Latecomer

$36.99

HC

General Fiction

Wheeler Hardcover

6/8/2022

Pg 6

9781432898267 Emezi, Akwaeke

I

s

You Made a Fool of Death
with Your Beauty

$36.99

HC

Women's Fiction

Core

6/8/2022

Pg 4

9781432897406 Monaghan, Annabel

s

Nora Goes Off Script

$35.99

HC

Women's Fiction

Basic

6/8/2022

20%
OFF

STANDING
ORDER

HARDCOVER GENRE VALUE I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $950.
The Darling Dahlias and the
Red Hot Poker

$35.99

HC

Mystery

Mystery

6/8/2022

I

Shadow Fire

$32.99

HC

Romance

Romance

6/22/2022

I

Perilous Frontier

$29.99

HC

Frontier Fiction

Hardcover Westerns

6/22/2022

Pg 13 9781432898625

Albert, Susan Wittig

I

Pg 18 9781432896089

Feehan, Christine

Nesbitt, John D. with
Pg 23 9781432886479 Larry D. Sweazy, Jim
Jones and Phil Mills Jr.

s
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DISTRIBUTION I 200 hardcover/softcover titles each year for about $5,135.
Escape
A Billy Harney Thriller Series

James and David Ellis Patterson
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Chicago's #1 detective, Billy Harney, takes on a billionaire crime boss in this follow-on to
James Patterson's highly acclaimed, multi-million selling Black Book. As Chicago PD's specialops leader, Detective Billy Harney knows well that money is not the only valuable currency.
The filthy rich man he's investigating is down to his last 20 million. He's also being held in
jail.
9780316445511 | $31.00 U.S. | Hardcover
Thriller | Releases 6/22/2022 | Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

THE LIONESS

Chris Bohjalian
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

A luxurious African safari turns deadly for a Hollywood starlet and her entourage in
this riveting historical thriller from the New York Times bestselling author. In Tanzania,
1964, Katie Barstow, A-list actress, and her new husband, David Hill, decide to bring their
Hollywood friends to the Serengeti for their honeymoon. What Katie and her glittering
entourage do not expect is this: a kidnapping gone wrong, their guides bleeding out in the
dirt, and a team of Russian mercenaries herding their hostages into Land Rovers with guns
to their heads in this blistering story of fame, race, love, and death set in a world on the
cusp of great change.
9780593607794 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
Romantic Suspense | Releases 6/22/2022 | Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY
Linwood Barclay

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

From this New York Times bestselling author comes a gripping psychological thriller about a
formerly missing woman who's suddenly returned under mysterious circumstances. One
weekend, while Andrew Mason was on a fishing trip, his wife, Brie, vanished without a trace.
Could Brie really be alive after all these years? If so, where's she been? It soon becomes
clear that Andy's future and the lives of those closest to him depend on discovering what's
going on. The trick will be whether he can stay alive long enough to unearth the answers.
9780063241817 | $29.99 U.S. | Softcover
Thriller | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.
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DISTRIBUTION I 200 hardcover/softcover titles each year for about $5,135.
COUNTDOWN TO MIDNIGHT
Nick Flynn Series

Dale Brown
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

In this sequel to Dale Brown's New York Times bestselling Arctic Storm Rising, former U.S. Air
Force officer Nick Flynn is caught up in a shadow war against allied Russia and Iran, a duo
wielding a terrifying new weapon. Nick Flynn is back in action, and he's a new employer, a
shadowy intelligence outfit whose roots go back to the very beginning of the Cold War.
9780063241824 | $30.99 U.S. | Softcover
Thriller | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

THE HOTEL NANTUCKET
Elin Hilderbrand

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Fresh off a bad breakup with a longtime boyfriend, Nantucket sweetheart Lizbet Keaton is
desperately seeking a second act. When she's named the new general manager of the Hotel
Nantucket, a once Gilded Age gem turned abandoned eyesore, she hopes that her local
expertise and charismatic staff can win the favor of their new London billionaire owner,
Xavier Darling. And while the Hotel Nantucket appears to be a blissful paradise, there's a
lot of drama behind closed doors. With a former maid’s ghost haunting the halls, a staff
harboring all kinds of secrets, and Lizbet's own romantic uncertainty, is the Hotel Nantucket
destined for success or doom?
9780316445610 | $31.00 U.S. | Hardcover
Thriller | Releases 6/22/2022 | Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

A FACE TO DIE FOR
Eve Duncan Series

Iris Johansen
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Eve Duncan attempts to unearth one of history's most intriguing lost secrets in this
adventure ripped from the pages of Greek mythology, Archaeologist Riley Smith has been
obsessed with Helen of Troy since she was a small girl, trailing her professor father all over
the world in search of the tomb of the world's most beautiful woman. Smith seeks the help
of forensic sculptor Duncan, who's the unusual skills necessary to recreate the face that
launched a thousand ships. Both Riley and Eve are in danger and in a race across one of the
most remote parts of the world.
9781538724385 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
Thriller | Releases 6/22/2022 | Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution 6, 7 & Deluxe.
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DISTRIBUTION I 200 hardcover/softcover titles each year for about $5,135.

WITH A MIND TO KILL
A James Bond Novel

Anthony Horowitz
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

In this James Bond novel, it's M's
funeral. One man is missing from the
graveside: the traitor who pulled the
trigger and is now in custody, accused
of M's murder. In a mission where
treachery is all around and one false
move means death, Bond must grapple with the darkest
questions about himself. But not even he knows what's
happened to the man he used to be.
9780063242203 | $28.99 U.S. | Softcover
Thriller | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution 7 & Deluxe.

THE RISE AND REIGN
OF THE MAMMALS

A NEW HISTORY, FROM THE SHADOW
OF THE DINOSAURS TO US

Steve Brusatte
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Renowned paleontologist and New York
Times bestselling author Brusatte charts
the extraordinary story of the dinosaurs'
successor: mammals, which emerged
from the shadows to rule the Earth. Beginning with the
earliest days of the mammal lineage some 200 million
years ago, Brusatte charts how mammals survived the
asteroid that claimed the dinosaurs and made the world
their own, becoming the furry animals that we know, love,
and sometimes fear.
9780063242081 | $31.99 U.S. | Softcover
Nonfiction | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

VIGIL HARBOR

JAMES PATTERSON

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

James Patterson

Julia Glass

When two unexpected visitors arrive
in an insular coastal village, they
threaten the equilibrium of a cast of
unforgettable characters from the
rich imagination of this National Book
Award-winning author. A decade
from now, in the historic town of Vigil
Harbor, there's a rash of divorces
among the yacht-club set. Then two strangers arrive: a
stranded traveler with subversive charms and a widow
seeking clues about a past lover. These strangers and
their hidden motives come together unexpectedly in an
incident that endangers lives with dramatic repercussions
for the entire town.
9780593608104 | $31.99 U.S. | Softcover
General Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
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THE STORIES OF MY LIFE
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

How did a boy from small-town
New York become the world's most
successful writer? How does he do it?
He's always wanted to write the kind of
novel that would be read and reread so
many times that the binding breaks and
the book literally falls apart. As he says, "I'm still working
on that one." James Patterson is the most anticipated
memoir of 2022.
9780316445214 | $31.00 U.S. | Softcover
Biography | Releases 6/22/2022
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
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HAPPY-GO-LUCKY

OVERBOARD

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Sara Paretsky

David Sedaris

David Sedaris returns with his first
new collection of personal essays
since the bestselling Calypso. David
Sedaris once again captures what's
most unexpected, hilarious, and
poignant about these recent upheavals,
personal and public, and expresses
in precise language both the misanthropy and desire for
connection that drive us all. If we must live in interesting
times, there's no one better to chronicle them than the
incomparable David Sedaris.
9780316445412 | $31.00 U.S. | Hardcover
Humor | Releases 6/22/2022
Hachette Book Group USA
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

THE LOST SUMMERS
OF NEWPORT

Beatriz Williams, Lauren Willig, and
Karen White
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS

From this New York Times bestselling
team comes three mysteries elegantly
intertwined in this clever and stylish
tale of murder and family lies. In 2019,
Andie Figuero has just landed her
dream job as a producer of Mansion Makeover, a popular
reality show about restoring America's most lavish
historic houses. In 1899, Ellen Daniels has been hired to
give singing lessons to Miss Maybelle Sprague, a naive
young Colorado mining heiress whose stepbrother John
has poured their new money into buying a place among
Newport's elite. In 1958, Lucia "Lucky" Sprague has always
felt like an outsider at Sprague Hall. As the cameras roll
on Mansion Makeover, the house begins to yield up the
dark secrets the Spragues thought would stay hidden
forever.
9780063249080 | $30.99 U.S. | Softcover
Mystery | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

V. I. Warshawski Novels Series
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Legendary detective V.I. Warshawski
uncovers a nefarious conspiracy preying
on Chicago's weak and vulnerable, in
this thrilling novel from New York Times
bestseller Paretsky. On her way home
from an all-night surveillance job, V.I.
Warshawski is led by her dogs on a mad chase that ends
when they discover a badly injured teen. The girl only
regains consciousness long enough to utter one enigmatic
word before escaping. The detective uncovers an ugly
consortium of Chicago powerbrokers and mobsters who
are prepared to kill the girl. And now V.I.'s own life is in
jeopardy as well.
9780063241800 | $30.99 U.S. | Softcover
Mystery | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

OUR COUNTRY FRIENDS
Gary Shteyngart

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

In the rolling hills of upstate New York, a
group of friends and friends-of-friends
gathers in a country house to wait out
the pandemic. Over the next six months,
new friendships and romances will take
hold, while old betrayals will emerge,
forcing each character to reevaluate
whom they love and what matters most. The unlikely cast
of characters includes a Russian-born novelist; his Russianborn psychiatrist wife; their precocious child obsessed
with K-pop; a struggling Indian American writer; a wildly
successful Korean American app developer; a global dandy
with three passports; a Southern flamethrower of an
essayist; and a movie star, the Actor, whose arrival upsets
the equilibrium of this chosen family.
9780593503867 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
General Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022
Random House Large Print
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
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RED WARNING
Matthew Quirk

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

CIA officer Sam Hudson races to find
a Russian deep cover operative loose
in the U.S. and a mole in the agency
before they can launch a devastating
attack on Washington, D.C., in this
adrenaline-fueled thriller. With enemies
lurking both inside and outside the
agency and the Russian threat looming ever larger, Sam
must use all his training and nerve to stop Konstantin
before he can trigger the plot to devastate Washington
and bring the U.S. to its knees.
9780063051638 | $28.99 U.S. | Softcover
Adventure | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

VACATIONLAND

Meg Mitchell Moore
Louisa has come to her parents' house
in Maine this summer with all three of
her kids, a barely written book, and a
trunkful of resentment. As June turns
to July turns to August, secrets will be
unearthed, betrayals will come to light,
and both Louisa will ask herself both
what she's owed and what she owes
others. A delicious summer read and an exploration of
family, responsibility, ambition, and loss.
9780063241909 | $27.00 U.S. | Softcover
General Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
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ALI'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL
TALES OF DESPERATION AND
A LITTLE INSPIRATION

Ali Wentworth
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

New York Times bestselling author
Wentworth offers a comedic look at
family, friendship, and lessons learned
during the Covid-19 pandemic in her
new collection of laugh-out-loud comic
vignettes. Wentworth turns her gimlet eye to the year no
one saw coming. With her signature irreverent style, she
shares the most hysterical, absurd, and sometimes trying
episodes that her family endured during the terrible global
pandemic.
9780063242166 | $28.99 U.S. | Softcover
Humor | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

THE FRIENDSHIP PACT
The Sunrise Cover Series

Jill Shalvis
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

New York Times bestselling author
Shalvis returns to Sunrise Cove with
a powerful, moving story about Tae
Holmes, a young woman on a quest
to find the truth about her father who
learns the meaning of true love along
the way. On a hunt to unlock the past, she finds herself on
a wild ride and learns a shocking truth. Tae must decide
whether she's going to choose love ... or walk away from
her own happiness.
9780063242135 | $21.99 U.S. | Softcover
Women's Fiction | Releases 6/22/2022 | Harper Luxe
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
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